Novelty is an interesting animal in the
college market. While many folks do it,
not so many focus on it exclusively or
do it well. It is especially hard to find a
novelty-only agency who has the credentials, professionalism and spirit to
truly be a benefit to the college market.

This is where Cutting Edge Productions differs from most of its competition. They are a top tier novelty
provider of not just the old favorites
like drive-in movies and game shows,
but of “cutting edge” new games
created exclusively by the company
for the col-lege market.
And this is really only half of the equation. Along with being a uniquely qualified supplier of entertainment-driven
novelties, CEP has an equally significant division featuring attractions based
in the interests of student Health

& Wellness. Examples include their
P.E.E.R.S. DUI simulator and their antismoking and obesity prevention fairs.
Mike Seymour is the owner and CEO at
CEP who co-founded the company with
his brother Scott, President and
manager of the sales division. Mike
gives us personal insights on just how
this company came to be where it is
today. “When I started the agency, I
created both divisions because I love
novelty entertainment and I love to create new products and get them out to
the marketplace to see how students
enjoy it. That is one of my passions and
I can be truly creative. The thing that I
also came to realize however is that this
company has a national plat-form at its
disposal. I wanted to do something on
the Health & Wellness side to help
students lead better lives and make
better choices. I opened the
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division of CEP called P.E.E.R.S. which
stands for Professionals Encouraging
Educational Reform. These are purely
Health & Wellness programs, whether
we are talking about drunk driving prevention, anti-smoking, nutrition education or others. The P.E.E.R.S. sole
reason for being is for the benefit of our
students, who are our future.”
Quality novelty entertainment choices
can be difficult to find. Even if you think
you have the event you want, certain
factions within the market have caused
a bad light to be shed on novelty suppliers as a whole. So, if you don’t have
someone you already trust, it can be
risky and scary to jump in head first.
CEP is here to clear up any confusion
about what you should be getting and
assures us that they are one of the very
best places to get it. “In every marketplace, whether it is our community or
www.campusactivitiesmagazine.com

the automobile industry, unfortunately
(and fortunately at the same time) there
is a pecking order. You have the best of
the best in a field (as we consider
ourselves in our field) and then there
are also the worst of the worst. I think
when you get into a company that has a
disconnect you have a problem. Let me
tell you where I think that discon-nect is:
middle brokering products. This gives
novelty companies a bad name. When
they have to ‘buy/sell’ something as we
say in the industry, you are ask-ing for
trouble. You might pay too much, you
might get shoddy equipment or
questionable operators. When you tell a
vendor ‘I want X attraction.’ and they
say, ‘Oh, we don’t have X attrac-tion,
but we can get it for you,’ watch out.
There the disconnect comes in and you
have lost any power over the quality of
the program, the people put-ting it on or
any other aspect that will af-fect the
quality of your event. Be very
careful of this. I have said as long as I
have been in this business ‘If you want
to control the quality and give the
schools the product they deserve and
are paying for, you’d better be able to
control all aspects of that transaction.’
The only way to effectively do that is to
own and operate every single thing you
book. From the technician to the bright
shiny widget, to everything that appears
on that campus.”

change and I helped our kids make positive choices. I decided to get into Health
& Wellness for the greater good.”

in their lives. Certainly compelling material that makes students think, which
is exactly the point.

CEP has a total of 35 employees with
five novelty agents who work generally
with campus activities boards and five
Health & Wellness agents that call
those corresponding departments on
campus. “We keep those divisions very
well balanced and clearly defined.”

Consider CEP for a different kind of novelty experience. With all their own
equipment and exclusive concepts and
ideas, you’ll find attractions you’ve never
seen anywhere else and a level of service that matches anyone else's. The
Health & Wellness division has tons to
offer your students in effecting positive
change in their lives, so give them a call
for interest in either type of program.

The “Dare to Face Your Future” campaign has made waves in the market,
providing
students
computer
generated predictions of how they will
age, de-pending on various factors.
One pro-gram colors in the influence
of smoking, one shows poor eating
habits. Both give a stark view of what
one might have to face in the future
should they not make positive choices

BOOK IT! For more information on
CEP’s novelty attractions or Health &
Wellness features, contact them at
(866) 288-8126. For virtual links including online media of the attractions,
head over to our website at www.campusactivitiesmagazine.com

OOPS....In the August Comedy Issue we
gave you some erroneous information.
Todd (J.T.) Thomas is with Olson Entertainment: olsonentertainment.com

One exclusive to check out from CEP is
Bongo Ball Mania. “This show is tak-ing
the country by storm,” Mike says. “We
decided to take the concept of
American Gladiators, laser tag and
paintball and smash them all together.
The result is pretty awesome.”
Again, equally important to Mike and
CEP is their Health & Wellness division
and the exclusive presentations it represents. “At 43 years old, I have been in
this industry for 19 years and I real-ized
that every person someday looks in the
mirror and says ‘What do you want to
do with your life?’ or ‘What have you
done with your life?’ Well, I have a
national platform to work with in universities coast to coast. When I looked in
the mirror and asked myself what I
wanted to accomplish in life, I knew I
wanted to be saying in my later days ‘I
helped effect our country for positive
www.campusactivitiesmagazine.com
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